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Annual General Meeting 
y 

Wednesday 7 J,uly: 2002 

5.30pm 
McKenzie Room, St John's Church 

corner Willis and Dixon Streets, Wellington 

Remit: That the annual subscription for individuals be increased from $10 to $20. 

Speaker: Peter Franks 
Peter will talk about his book: 

Print and Politics - a history of trade unions In the NZ printing industry, 1865-1995 

Current TUHP Committee: Colin Hicks (Chairfrreas.), Maureen Birchfield (Sec/Newletter Ed.), 
Rona Bailey, Pat Bolster, Alex Burton, Peter Franks, Maxine Gay, David Grant, Richard Hill, Dave 
Morgan, Melanie Nolan, Jock Phillips, John Robson, Pat Walsh. 

With this newsletter, you will have received a letter urging you to renew your 
subscription and to continue your support of the TUHP. 

To encourage your continuing support, we remind you of what we have done 
over the post fifteen years. See over for a summary of our achievements. 
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TUHP Achievements 

The Trade Union History Project was founded as a non-profit organisation in 1987 with 
the aim of promoting greater and wider understanding of the history of trade unions 
and working people in New Zealand, and to document that history. Our major 
achievements are summarised below. (If you note any errors or omissions, please let us know.) 

1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1998 
2001 

Conferences, Seminars and Events 
1988 Seminar: Recording oral history 
1990 Seminar: Development of Trade Unionism in New Zealand 
1990 International Conference: Culture and the Labour Movement - involving a re-creation of the 

first Labour History Parade in October 1890, an art exhibition and a film festival) 
Seminar: Bert Roth's ccntribution to Labour Histon1 
Seminar: A Dissenting New Zealand (featuring Rona Bailey) 
Seminar: The Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act 
Seminar: Trade U11ionis111 in the Walsh Era 
Commemoration of Max Bollinger's life (videoed by Gaylene Preston) 
Seminar: The PSA and the Lewin Years: influences and events 
Seminar: 50 Years of Stniggle: the story of equal pay 
Celebration to mark the 1001h anniversary of Paul Robeson's birth 
10th anniversary dinner 
Seminar: Lockout '51 - 50 years on (included '51 Reunion Dinner and launch of Anna 
Green's book, British Capital, Antipodean Labour: working the New Zealand Waterfront,1915 - 1951, UOP. 

Exhibitions 
1990 Art and Organised Labour, Wellington City Art Gallery 
1993 Te Keui E Mahi Ai (What Katy Did) Te Wa/rine Te Mahi (v\lome11 and Work) 1880s-1940s 

(photographic exhibition) at Wellington City Public Library, Page 90, Porirua, Auckland 
and Canterbury public libraries (funded by a $29,000 grant from the Suffrage Centennial Trust) 

2001/2002: 1951 - Lockout, Strikes, Confrontation, in association with New Zealand Film 
Archive, commemorating the 1951 Waterfront Lockout. (Venues in Wellington, 
Auckland, Palmerston North, and Dunedin). 

Scholarships 
1993 John Leckie - $2,500 for research on meat export industry 

Bert Roth Scholarship 
1995 Shaun Ryan -$2,000 towards MA research on Otago Branch of Engineers' Union 
1997 Stephen Robertson , $2,000 towards MA research on Wellington Socialist groups at turn 

of19'h/201h centuries. 

,. 
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Publications 
(includes books subsidised by TUHP) 
1988 Annotated Guide To The Archives of the NZ Federation of Labour, 1937-1988 by Cathy Marr, 

Dunmore Press 
The Lucifer (1932 Christchurch Tramway Workers' dispute) by Dave Welch, Dunmore 
Press 

1989 Strike: Trouble at T'Mill (about the 1899 Petone Woollen Workers' strike) by Barbara Fill, 
GP Books 

1990 Days of Action, by Bert Roth, TUHP 
New Zealand Working People by Steven Eldred Grigg, Dunmore Press 
The Forgotten Worker: 77,e Rural Wage Earner in Nineteenth Centun] New Zealand edited by 
John E Martin, Allen and Unwin 

1991 Culture and the Labour MC11Jeme11t: essays in New Zealand Labour HistonJ 
edited by John E Martin and Kerry Taylor, Dunmore Press 
Boni of Hunger, Pain and Strike: 50 Years of Struggle Against 01a11ge in New Zealand by 
Karen Davis, Auckland Unemployed Rights Centre 

1993 111ro11gh The Mill, short stories by Frank Collins, Dunmore Press 
1994 Pioneering New Zealand Labour History: Essm1s in Honour of Berl Roth edited by Pat Walsh, 

Dunmore Press 
Trade Unions Work and Society: The CentennnJ of tire Arbitration System edited by Pat Walsh, 
Dunmore Press 
Working Class Son: My Fight Against Capitalism and War by Ron Smith 

1996 Disaster at Brunner: the coalmine tragedy at Brunnerion NZ by Brian Wood 
1997 Workers Holidays in New Zealand: a brief histonJ, TUHP 

To Labour With Tile State: the Fiji Public Service Association by Jacqueline Leckie, UOP 
1998 FifhJ Years of Struggle: The StonJ of Equal P111J, TUHP (proceedings of 1997 seminar in equal 

pay) 
Site Dared To Speak: Connie Birchfield's StonJ by Maureen Birchfield, UOP. 

Oral histories 
The TUHP has provided funding to the following people and groups to conduct oral 
history interviews: Cath Kelly: older union officials and members of their families; Paul 
Chalmers: Unionist, Peter Purdue; Cathy Marr: South Island trade unionists; Waikato 
District Committee, Historic Places Trust: people who lived and worked in the Huntly 
Coalfields; Robert Paton: long-time Trade Union and Labour Party activists; Kerry 
Taylor: 1951 Lockout; NZEI: women involved in Early Childhood Workers' Union and 
Kindergarten Teachers' Association; Peter Franks: Printers' Union activists; Elayne and 
Ian Robertson: Wellington City Transport employees; NZ Nursing Education and 
Research Foundation: NZ nurses. 
In 1997 TUHP dedicated $30,000 to the TUHP Oral History Project. Shaun Ryan was 
employed by TUHP to conduct 30 interviews with paid or honorary union officials, and 
later (following a $7,000 grant from the Australian Sesquicentennial Trust) Shaun was 
contracted to conduct interviews withlO women who were still working in the union 
movement and whose involvement had been through the greatest period of change from 
1970 onwards (the Toa Waltine Project). Both projects were completed in 1999. 
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Video/Film 
1990 Shattered Dreams video produced by Francis Wevers and Dean Parker (dealing with the 

tumultuous years (1946 -1951) culminating in the 1951 Waterfront Lockout (with grant 
of $5,000 from "Short Film Fund) 
Trade Union History Video Collection - $2,000 grant to Vanguard Films (Gerd Pohlman) 
to tranfer 6 documentary films about New Zealand labour history onto video (The 
Hammer and the Anvil, A Ce11tun; of Struggle, Wildcat, Kinleith, The Bridge, The Hatred 
Campaign) 

1997 Spiral Productions: $3,000 grant for film on lrahapeti Ramsden, Something for My 
Grandchildren To Hold 

1998 Archival video by Gaylene Preston of gathering to commemorate Max Bollinger's life 
1999 Choir Choir Pants 011 Fire (Trade Union women's choir): $5,000 to Gaylene Preston for 

archival video 
2001 Archival videos by Gaylene Preston and John Bates on Lockout '51 seminar. 

Miscellaneous 
The creation of the TUHP banner in 1990 by Wellington Polytech School of Design students; the 
production of the 1951 Lockout calendar in 1991, and the installation of a memorial to Samuel 
Parnell at the Bolton Street Cemetery Chapel in 1993, are amongst the TUHP's miscellany of 
highlights. Other activities include an Access Radio programme, the creation of a Labour History 
Wall< in Wellington, numerous book launches, the production of pamphlets, postcards, flags, 
banners, posters, and an occasional newsletter. The TUHP has also contributed to other events 
such as the 1995 Labour Day concert in Wellington, the production of a promotional CD for Choir 
Choir Pants 011 Fire, and the restoration of the Westport Miners Union union banner. 

************************************************************************ 
The Legacy of 1951 

Address to the TUI-IP AGM in 2001 by Professor Pat Walsh, Director, Industrial Relations Centre, Victoria University 

In considering this topic, I began by thinking about the definition of legacy. The legacy of 1951 is 
presumably not the same as a history of trade unions or of industrial relations since 1951. Even 
the most passionate of '51 veterans would agree that not everything that has happened in the 
intervening 50 years is because of the events of 1951. The Concise Oxford Dictionary defines 
legacy as: 
1. a gift left in a will; and 
2. something handed down by a predecessor. 
If we leave aside the first definition for the moment and focus on the second, the question then 
for the trade union movement of 2001 is: what did its predecessor hand down as a consequence 
of 1951? 

There are numerous dimensions to 1951 and to its legacy ... I would like to focus on four aspects 
of the legacy: 
1. the nature of the industrial relations system; 
2. the leadership of the trade union movement; 
3. the character of the trade union movement; and 
4. the political legacy. 

The fourth of these, the political legacy, is perhaps more straightforward. The political legacy 
includes the increased prominence of industrial relations and trade unions as electoral issues and 
the capacity of the National party to capitalise on this. Although these always had been electoral 

) 

) 
) 
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issues, there is little doubt that the spectre of 1951 has haunted many subsequent election 
campaigns. Michael Bassett argues that 1951 helped turn the National party into the natural 
party of government in New Zealand. Although this can be overstated, it is dear that one legacy 
of 51 was to recast the electoral landscape in New Zealand for many years to come. 

) 

) 
) 

The first aspect of the legacy is of crucial importance. Above all, 1951 was about the whether the 
arbitration system, and more specifically the wage-fixing processes of the system would continue. Trade 
union opinion was bitterly divided - had always been bitterly divided over the merits of arbitration - 
and this division was starkly exemplified in the events of 1951. 

The arbitration system provided a remarkable range of protections for unions. It granted registered 
unions monopoly coverage rights, thus protecting them against potential rivals; it obliged employers to 
negotiate with registered unions in conciliation councils and provided compulsory arbitration by state 
tribunals in the event of unsuccessful negotiations; the state ensured the application of resulting awards 
to all workers in the occupation or industry concerned ('blanket coverage') and took on the role of seeing 
that awards were enforced on all employers. From 1936, the state also guaranteed the membership and 
thus revenues for registered unions. 1n exchange, unions accepted extensive restrictions upon their 
structure and activities. They were prohibited from extending their coverage beyond the occupation or 
industry originally designated, without the approval of the Court of Arbitration, which was rarely 
forthcoming; national unions were prohibited until 1936; unions were subject to legislative limitations 
upon the membership fees they could charge; they were confined to representing their members on 
'industrial matters', which were themselves defined narrowly by the Court Most importantly, their 
organisational capacity, measured in strategic location in the economy or the solidarity of their members 
was formally of no account in this system. 

Many unions were formed precisely to take advantage of the statutory protections offered by the 
legislation. Within a decade of the enactment of the IC&A Act in 1894, there were 245 unions 
representing about 30,000 workers. The number of unions peaked in 1937 when 499 unions 
represented 232,986 members. The figures conceal the fragmented structure of New Zealand trade 
unionism. Only a small minority of unions had more than 1000 members; but between 1943 and 1963 
those unions represented about three-quarters of total union membership. A little explored but 
signifi cant consequence of this was that the industrial experience of most union officials differed from 
that of most union members. Most unions were small in size and most union officials struggled to 
maintain the fortunes of small and under-resourced unions; but most union members belonged to 
what were by New Zealand standards relatively large and fairly well resourced unions. The typical 
small, regional, occupational and under-resourced union was an arbitrationist union. 

Arbitrationist unions developed as placid bureaucratic institutions, content to nestle safely within the 
arbitration system and to receive gratefully such benefits as it conferred on their members. They 
were highly centralised institutions, non-participatory in character, dominated by senior, usually 
permanent, almost all male and appointed rather than elected officials. Multiple secretaryships were 
common. Most did not have regional organisers or field officers. Arbitrationist unions typically 
lacked any significant workplace presence. Their structures of eiected representatives, particularly 
workplace delegates, the heart of any active union movement, were poorly developed. 

But not all trade unions fitted this model. The arbitration system also offered protection to the 
development of unions for whom the advantages offered by the system were rights they could have 
easily secured through their own resources. These unions tended to be closer to an industrial model 
of union organization. the seamen, the freezing workers, the drivers, in earlier years the miners, and 
of course the watersiders exemplified this alternate model. Well-developed structures of regional 
officials and site delegates ensured the effective expression of workplace views and offered 
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opportunities for membership participation in the union. The solidarity and determination of their 
membership ensured that employers could be compelled into recognition of the union, and into 
conceding more favourable terms and conditions of employment than those granted by the Court of 
Arbitration. These unions never reconciled themselves to the system, particularly to the dominant 
role played by the Court. 

As I said earlier, the key issue of the 1951 dispute was whether the arbitration system would continue 
or not The challenge to arbitration launched by the watersiders and their allies faced great and 
ultimately unbeatable opposition. The introduction in 1936 of compulsory unionism, the 
reintroduction the same year of compulsory arbitration, and the formation of the Federation of 
Labour in 1937 conferred the leadership of the trade union movement upon the arbitrationist unions. 
This was the coalition of 1937, and these unions and their officials who were dependent upon the 
arbitration system combined with the state and employers in a tenacious and successful battle to 
preserve the system. 

What was the legacy of this struggle? What kind of industrial relations system got handed down as a 
result? Did 1951 make the world safe for arbitration? Well, the answer is, of course, and 
unsatisfactorily, yes and no. It did do this in the short term but in the medium and longer term, the 
correct answer is no. In an important sense, 1951 was the apogee of the arbitration system. Yes, the 
system survived officially for many years. Yes, the authority of the Court of Arbitration continued 
through the 1950s and on into the 1960s, particularly with regard to general wage orders. The 
waterfront unions and their allies were broken up into smaller and weaker unions and the most 
mili tant of their officials were victimised. The arbitrationist unions continued their placid existence 
fairly much as before. But even as arbitration enjoyed its triumph, events were set in motion that 
would fatally undermine the central wage-fixing processes of the arbitration system. The dust had 
hardly settled on 1951 when in 1952 the negotiation of the first composite agreement at the Roxburgh 
hydroelectric site signalled a radical departure in wage bargaining. Following this, the 1950s saw the 
remarkably swift development of other forms of direct bargaining between unions and employers 
outside the formal structure of the arbitration system. This bargaining took place at site, company, 
and regional level. It was driven by significant changes to the basis and direction of industrial 
development and the acute shortage of labour throughout this period. It was fuelled by the 
introduction of the Department of Labour's ruling rates survey and the publication of its results 
which gave union officials a regularly published 'ruling rate' as a target to aim at. Before the decade 
was out, the development of second-tier bargaining as it came to be called, was posing a major 
challenge to the same wage-fixing institutions of the arbitration system which the watersiders had 
challenged unsuccessfully in 1951. It is important not to overestimate the speed of this change. 
Many unions continued to operate within the arbitration system but increasingly, their bargainin g 
objectives were to catch up with the wages and conditions being set outside the arbitration system. 

The decisive event in this saga was, of course, the nil wage order of 1968. The significance of 1968 
was that it confirmed the impotence of the Court of Arbitration as a wage-fixing body. To briefly 
summarise - the Court of Arbitration issued a nil wage order on the grounds that the Government's 
economic stabilisation measures following a collapse in the terms of trade, warranted great caution 
on the wages front. Unions were outraged and began extensive industrial action to persuade 
employers to pay the wage increase, which the Federation of Labour had applied for. For their part, 
employers needed little persuading and many gave in promptly. An FOL special conference 
endorsed extensive militant action to ensure a wage increase for all workers. However, the FOL 
President, Torn Skinner, subverted the unanimous resolution of the special conference and reached 
an agreement wi~ the Employers' Federation to make_ a joint application to the Court for a general 
wage order. This was duly granted with Judge Blau dissenting but outvoted by the union and 
employer representatives - 'the 'unholy alliance' as Robert Muldoon dubbed it. Skinner and his 
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counterpart at the Employers' Federation, Peter Luxford, were motivated by their desire to restor 
the wage-fixing role of the Court. They believed that if the Court were not seen to issue a general 
wage increase, and that instead an increase was secured through militant industrial action, the status 
and future of the Court would be irreparably damaged. Ironically, however, the unholy alliance, 
was the worst option from the perspective of the arbitration system's wage-fixing future. Direct 
bargaining supported by industrial action could be justified as a traditional means of levering change 
out of a reluctant Court. This could be presented as compatible with historical precedent but th 
unholy alliance of unions and employers and the publicly-stated dissenting opinion by the Judge of 
the Court was unprecedented. The joining together of unions and employers to usurp the role of the 
Court demonstrated that so far as wage-fixing was concerned, the arbitration system was bankrupted 
and irrelevant. The Court of Arbitration would never again exercise its traditional wage-fixing role. 

The story of wage-fixing in New Zeala.nd after 1968 is long, complicated, and repetitive. We will not 
recount it here. For our purposes, the key is that by 1968, the Court of Arbitration's wage-fixing role 
was finished. The endless iterations of statutory incomes policies and ad hoc government 
interventions of the 1970s and 1980s confirmed this development. Just 17 years after 1951 was fought 
over the future of the arbitration system, the wage-fixing policy of this system was no more. Other 
aspects of the arbitration system remained of vital importance. But the crucial dimension of wage 
fixing saw fundamental change .. The legacy of 1951 was not an arbitration-based wage-fixing system. 

So where should we look for the legacy of 1951? I think we look in the leadership and the character 
of the trade union movement and the strategic direction of the next 30 years. The coalition of 1937, 
the group of arbitrationist union officials formerly supportive of F.P. Walsh, controlled the heights of 
the trade union movement, at least until the hand-over from Tom Skinner to Jim Knox and Ken 
Douglas in 1979. Their legacy was ideological conservatism and strategic caution. Central to both of 
these was their suspicion of union activism and all grass roots militancy, a suspicion borne of their 
own arbitrationist heritage. Central to it also was a reconstruction of history - from perhaps a 
genuine misunderstanding of tumultuous events Jived through so recently. This was evident in the 
nostalgic harking back to the heyday of arbitration and the calls, endlessly repeated, for the 
restoration of the arbitration system. The strategic barrenness of the FOL in the 1970s reflected the 
dominance of this group of union officials and, crucially, the fact that their experience departed from 
that of most union members. The FOL was not representative of the trade union movement in the 
1960s and 1970s because the great majority of union members were in relatively large, relatively well- 
resourced unions. The union officials who made the key decisions in the FOL (except for rare card 
votes at conferences) were from relatively small and poorly resourced unions. They did not, and 
could not, understand the circumstances facing most union members and their strategic solutions to 
the problems facing the union movement reflected this. It is a sad testimony to the FOL of the 1970s 
that the most astute and well thought through proposals for legislative reform in this decade came 
from the New Zealand Employers' Federation. The FOL was reduced to a "me too" status, never 
better exemplified than in the enactment of the 1973 industrial Relations Act. This was substantially 
the result of a joint working party between the two federations but in fact, it was developed almost 
entirely within the Employers' Federation. It was not until the leadership mantle passed to a new 
generation that genuine strategic think ing emerged from the FOL. 

The cruel irony of the 1951 legacy for the trade union movement was that the victors of 1951 soon 
found themselves presiding over an industrial reiations system that more closely resembled that 
sought by the 1951 losers. Their limited ability to take strategic advantage from this robbed the trade 
union movement of much of its strategic vitality for almost 30 years. 
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However, this lack of strategic vitality operated much more consistently at the level of strategic 
think ing that it did at the level of industrial action. The leadership could control the development of 
policy but it could not control industrial practice and throughout this period there was a sharp 
discontinuity between the FOL's strategic inertia and the emergence of individual unions. As classic 
an arbitrationist union as the North Island Electrical Workers Union would fight and win a six-week 
strike of New Zealand Steel in the winter of 1969 that shaped wage bargaining for years to come. As 
traditionally cautious a union as the Engineers came to the forefront of industrial campaign through 
the 1970s epitomised by the Metal Trades Award but also, and less visibly, by its role in the 
continued development of second-tier bargainin g, established in the Auckland industrial heartland. 
Statutory incomes policies were consistently undermined by industrial action and the 1976 wage 
freeze was overthrown within a month. The bitter and successful resistance to the Remuneration 
Act, around the Drivers' Award in 1979 and at Kinleith in 1980 showed the union movement had 
signif icant industrial capacity on the ground. 

By then, of course, the new leadership was in office and it is in the long-term strategic direction of its 
leadership and its successors, that some profess to see further evidence of the legacy of '51. This lies, 
of course, in the decision not to call a general strike in opposition to the ECA in 1991. It is argued 
that this represents a conservative harking back to 1951 and to the view that a trade union movement 
cannot, and should not, successfully challenge the State's authority. But this action ignores the 
reality of '51. The trade union movement did not challenge the State's authority in '51. Indeed, the 
majority of trade unions and their officials supported the State's authority. The 1991 decision against 
a general strike made by a majority at a CTU conference reflected less a legacy of '51 than a strategic 
assessment of the likelihood of success in '91. Had the legacy of '51 ensured that trade unions would 
never again challenge the State we would not have had the events of '68, the overturning of the '76 
wage frees or the events of '79 and '80. 

Does this litany of dates tell us a story? Does it mean that there have been no great battles and 
therefore, no great victories since 1980 and if so, is that because of the legacy of '51 or is it due to other 
factors, not least the economic and social changes which have occurred? 

I conclude where I began. The legacy of '51 is not the history of trade unions since '51. Much that is 
important in the intervening 50 years is not the result of 1951. However, the legacy of '51 is 
profound. It shaped the leadership, the character and the strategic direction of the trade union 
movement for the next 30 years. This represents a considerable legacy and one appropriate to the 
scope and significance of 1951. 

****************************************************** 
Progress towards a TlJHP publication on '51 
The above paper by Pat Walsh will be included in the TUHP's publication on the 1951 
Dispute. Funding is still being sought for this publication, which will feature the 
presentations given at the TUHP's seminar to mark the 5O1h anniversary of the 1951 
Lockout. David Grant will be the book's editor. 

········································································· 
Paint the Town Red - celebrating radical Wellington 
An exhibition of visual arts in a range of media, from painting to video by about 20 artists including 
nationally known figures, celebrating Wellington's radical history. 
There may be some performances (Windy City Strugglers and others) associated with the exhibition. 
At Idiom Studio from 14 August to 1 September, 2002. 
Idiom Studio: 26 Elizabeth Street, Mt Victoria, Wellington. 

ontact: Mark Derby 04 939 1215. Email: mark@idiom.co.nz 
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